TABLE S-I. The calculated activation energies (ΔE # / kJ mol -1 ), activation free energies (∆G # / kJ mol -1 ) and reaction energies (∆E r / kJ mol -1 ) of the I-DA reaction between phenyl(pyridin--2-ylmethylene)oxonium 1 and styrene derivatives 2a-c for the meta pathways of the concerted mechanism at the B3LYP/cc-pVDZ level of theory
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TS4c
TS3c, (CT=0.205) TS2c Fig. S-1 . The geometrically optimized transition states for ortho pathways of the I-DA reactions between phenyl(pyridin-2-ylmethylene)oxonium (1) and styrene derivatives 2a-c via concerted mechanism at the B3LYP/cc-pVDZ level of theory. Bond distances are given in Å, Wiberg bond indices are given in parenthesis and the natural charges (CT) of TSs are given. for the stationary points of I-DA reactions between phenyl(pyridin-2-ylmethylene)oxonium 1 and styrene derivatives 2b and 2c for the ortho pathway of the stepwise mechanism at the B3LYP/cc-pVDZ level of theory; for numbering of the atoms, see Scheme 2 of the native paper 
